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This contribution presents our work in progress on the publi-
cations and networks of members of the Fruchtbringende Gesell-
schaft, or Fruitbearing Society. Although the Society was the lar-
gest and most influential academy or cultural society in early
modern central Europe (1617–1680) (Ball 2008; Ball et al. 2017),
currently no quantitative analysis of the Society members’ publis-
hing process and output exists. Our project aims to address this
gap, mainly drawing on bibliographical data in the VD17, the Ger-
man retrospective national bibliography for the 17th century, to
answer our research questions. Through this presentation, we hope
to stimulate discussion among scholars interested in working with
bibliographic data, early modern academies and societies, and Eu-
ropean book, publishing, and cultural history more generally.

In this presentation, we will discuss the significance of the So-
ciety and our project, as well as the technical solutions we are ap-
plying to address specific issues in the data set for our research
purposes (Fabian 2021). We will briefly introduce the Society, the
importance of publications as a means of advancing its two major
aims – the cultivation of virtue, and the development and promo-
tion of the German language – and our international team project.
Then we will discuss the research questions that we aim to ad-
dress in this first phase of the project, the limitations of the VD17
data, and the technical approaches we are using to address them.
Finally, we conclude with our in-process attempts to address these
challenging issues through technical means and will present the

preliminary results of our analysis based on bibliographic data sci-
ence methods for the first time (Lahti et al. 2019).

Our research questions serve as the guideposts for our inquiries.
At this stage, we are focusing on those related to the volume and
content of member publications and how they changed over time.
We are interested, for instance, in whether the data bears out the
assertion that the Society became less focused on the second, lin-
guistic-literary goal of its agenda in the later phases of its existence
(Ball 2008: 415–416; Herz 2018: 93). This contribution further
explores a specific aspect of the data related to this goal, that is,
the genres in which members published, as an indication of align-
ment with the Society’s major aims.

We have encountered several main technical obstacles to using
the VD17 to answer these questions. First, the VD17, as a specia-
lized rare books catalog, distinguishes strictly between imprints,
with each variant cataloged as a separate record. For our purpo-
ses, however, we often need to count publications at the edition or
work level. Thus, we are developing methods to map these more
granular records to their respective editions and works. Second,
given our focus on Society members, a key part of our work is
identifying the publications linked to members in the VD17.

As a first step in this process, we extracted member data from
the Fruitbearing Society Membership Database. This data conta-
ins unique identifiers for about two-thirds of the members in the
form of GNDs (Gemeinsame Normdatei, the German National Li-
brary’s database of authority records), which are also linked in
the VD17. Unfortunately, one-third of the members did not have
a GND, though we were able to supplement them to an extent;
and not all personal names in the VD17 use the standardized form.
In order to identify members in the non-normed data, we are in-
vestigating ways to map the variant forms of members’ names ap-
pearing in the records to the accepted name form in the authority
record, for instance from “Georgius Philippus Harsdoerfferus” to
“Georg Philipp Harsdörffer”. One promising strategy is to use an
unsupervised approach to the discovery of morphological rules ba-
sed on the complete list of names in the VD17 authority file (Ja-
nicki 2019).

In conclusion, we will present the preliminary results of our ana-
lyses thus far based on the member and VD17 publication data that
we have supplemented and refined using these techniques. Our
presentation will include figures and visualizations representing
the absolute and proportional volume of Society-related member
publishing output overall and by genre, along with interesting si-
debars on the challenges encountered in working with retrospec-
tive bibliographic data as research data.
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